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1.

INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing remains a standout technological solution amongst the most innovative
encouraging modern advancements, on which the scientific community has embarked [1-3]. One of its best
feature i.e., Multi-tenancy is one of the key highlights of cloud computing. In regular framework of cloud
computing, the service suppliers offer a committed cloud resource to the inhabitant application/programs
(clients), where no information is intermixed with different inhabitan ts. This type of model does not add
adaptability to cloud administrations and financial aspects of its scalability. Then again, in multi-tenant cloud
computing, frameworks, applications, and database are meant to be shared among every one of its
inhabitants. But this has a drawback that its inhabitants will most likely be unable to modify their utilization
of cloud resources with a specific end goal to fit their particular needs. Multi-tenancy can be partitioned into
two sorts:
(i) For Multi-tenancy based on Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), its occupants has the ability to provision
computing resources, storing for latter use or any other benefits with network resources. Accordingly, a
service provider must permit its inhabitants for virtualization and asset sharing to achieve multi-tenancy.
The advantages caters by this type of multi-tenancy is expanded use of hardware and software resources
and simplicity of support, versatility/flexibility, i.e., management of dynamic workload comprising of
huge quantities of inhabitants and is taken care of by scaling up/down of computing resources.
(ii) In Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), a solitary case of facilitated applications is utilized by various end users
or clients at the same time, e.g., Force.com [4].
Despite the fact of multi-tenancy permits cloud providers to better use computing assets/resources,
supporting the improvement of more adaptable administrations in view of economy and energy savings, by
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lessening infrastructural costs, though how to successfully achieve this is a principal question. For example,
the implementation of multi-tenant cloud computing pose following difficulties:
(a) Versatility,
(b) Asset re-provisioning (e.g., taking care of the demand of huge volumes of occupants per asset)
(c) Customization (per-inhabitant benefit customization) [5-7].
(d) Essentially it should be dynamic in nature, or polymorphic, to satisfy the individual desires of different
inhabitants and their clients [4].
The best possible and productive planning can have critical effect on the execution of the work flow.
All in all, scheduling for such a task was shown to be a NP-difficult issue [8]. Along these lines, there is no
ideal arrangement inside polynomial time. Heuristic algorithms were broadly created keeping in mind the end
goal to achieve an optimal configuration [9-12]. In any case, there is no specific asset administration structure
for scheduling computational work flow in multi-tenant cloud computing situations [13-15].
This study presents a survey of computational advances in multi-tenant cloud computing condition,
outlining all sorts of ways to achieve multi-tenancy for resource management processes in order to
accommodate IaaS or SaaS. The rest of the paper is organized as takes after. In section 2 we present the
architecture and methods of multi-tenancy in more prominent detail. Section 3 portrays the remarkable
highlights of previous implementations, and lastly, we finish up with conclusion in Section 4.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Architecture of Multi-tenant Framework
There are a plenty of systems for workflow administration and one of the prime example is
Pegasus [16]. In any case, a significant number of their highlights are streamlined for conventional grid based
framework and cluster based computing in order to execute serial or parallel computational jobs and in this
manner will be unable to achieve essential features of distributed computing, wherein such frameworks are
tend to experience the ill effects of constrictive mode of asset or resource provisioning. In spite of the fact
that there are few works tending to cater work flow scheduling on demand [17]. Given the rise of assorted
arrangements of logical flow of work process of multi-tenant applications are given to deal with a variety of
condition owing to its dynamic nature. Thus, a multi-tenant framework should be adaptive with respect to
varying stages of computational work flows which are expected to lessen the operational cost.
This sort of design empowers such flow of work process in multi-tenant applications to share a
platform while exploiting the resources in versatile manner and is dependent on pay -as-you-go based
charging model. Its architecture composed of 4 types of layers. The primary layer comprises of job creator.
The second layer, which is a middleware component, comprises of job dispatcher, manage service queue,
share and allocate resources. The third layer is a form of a virtual infrastructure layer, while the fourth layer
comprises of the physical framework layer. Multi-tenant architectures can be arranged in various ways. In
this segment discuss about five of the most recognizing properties: the application class, power/performance,
processing elements, memory system, and accelerating agents/integrated peripherals. The ele ments of multitenant framework are described below.
Enormous intricate related issues have emerged, which have cropped -up that must be addressed to
use clouds the purpose tat which they must be used in designing and implementation. However, comparing to
other parameters fault tolerance and data securing which stored on the cloud are considered important [53].
The designed main memory structure in common have used the indexed of different tenants in a single tree in
achieving the effects on memory space complexity. Meanwhile, in the cloud tenant placement algorithm is
been extracted. The similar tenants are placed with the similar indexes in the same particular nodes for
further optimization of the memory space [54]. The FADE based upon the cryptographic key arrangements
which are in self kept up by a superior account of key supervisors which has free of outsider mists. In
concern, FADE comes on an overlay frameworks supported that the works flawlessly gets on today's
distruibuted storage administrations [55]. A programmatic access control mechanism is supporting particular
sharing of compositive electronic health records (EHRs). The approach guarantees privacy issues which are
accommodate for the processing accessible results for the clients [56].
2.1.1 Application Class
In the event that a cloud computing e is focused to a specific multi-tenant framework space, the
construction modeling can be made to mirror this. The outcome is an outline that is productive for the space
being referred to however regularly ill-suited to different territories in cloud computing. The compelling case
is an ASIC. Tuning to a multi-tenant framework area can have a few positive results. Maybe the most
profitable is the potential for critical power reserve funds [18]. Traditional DSPs a re a decent illustration.
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There are two wide classes of processing into which a multi-tenant framework can fail: information
processing ruled and control overwhelmed.
2.1.2 Information Processing Dominated
Information processing-commanded based multi-tenant framework contains numerous natural sorts
of applications including graphics rasterization, image processing, sound processing, and remote baseband
processing. A considerable lot of signals processing calculations are a piece of this cluster [19]. The
calculation of these sorts of applications is commonly a grouping of operations on a stream of information
with practically no information reuse. The operations can every now and again be performed in parallel and
regularly require high throughput and performance to handle a lot of information. These sorts of applications
support outlines that have the same number of processing elements as handy with respect to coveted
power/performance proportion.
2.1.3 Control Processing Dominated
Control-overwhelmed multi-tenant framework incorporates document compression/decompression,
system processing, and value-based job processing. The code for these sorts of framework has a tendency to
be ruled by restrictive branches, confounding parallelism [20]. The projects themselves fre quently need to
monitor a lot of state and regularly have a high measure of information reuse. These sorts of applications
support a more unassuming number of universally useful processing elements to handle the unstructured way
of control commanded code.
In all cases, no multi-tenant framework can fit into these divisions, yet execution periods of a multitenant framework might give reasonable performance. For example the H.264/AVC video codec is
information predominant while performing the block filter, yet control commanded while compacting or
decompressing video utilizing context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) pressure. It is profitable
to consider applications falling into these divisions to see how distinctive multi-tenant frameworks outline
angles can influence performance [21]. An uneven building design might do exceptionally well on the
information overwhelmed part of the H.264/AVC, however be extremely wasteful for CABAC
encoding/decoding, prompting less than the exactly craved performan ce.
2.1.4 Processing Elements
In this area, we cover the architecture and multi-tenant frameworks and its processing component.
The architecture, or all the more instruction set architecture (ISA), characterizes the equipment software
interface.
2.1.5 Architecture
In traditional multi-tenant processors, the ISA of every core is commonly a legacy ISA from the
comparing uni-processor with minor adjustments to bolster parallelism, for example, the expansion of
nuclear instructions for synchronization. The points of interest to legacy ISAs are the presence of usage and
the accessibility of programming devices [22]. An ISA might likewise be specially defined.
ISAs can be named reduced instruction set computer (RISC) or complex instruction set computer
(CISC). In spite of the fact that this was a disputable qualification times requisite in today's needs, the multitenant frameworks refinements have been obscured: most CISC machines look all that much like their RISC
partners once decoding has been finished. On the code front, the distinctions are still particular. CISC has the
edge in code size because of the more noteworthy determination of instructions and wealthier semantics
accessible. RISC, then again, has bigger code sizes because of the need to copy more complex instructions
with the smaller set of RISC instructions. The benefit of RISC is it gives a less demanding focus to compilers
and considers less demanding micro architectural outline [23].
Past the base application of the ISA, cloud service providers have b een ceaselessly adding ISA
expansions to enhance performance for regular operations. Intel has included MMX, MMX2, and SSE1-4 to
enhance sight and sound performance. ARM has included comparative instructions for media with its NEON
instruction set. These instructions consider a superior performance/power utilization proportion as specific
equipment can do operations like a vector transpose in one instruction. The delicate core supplier Tensilica
has made this the primary offering point for their Xtensa CPUs , offering adjustable uncommon purpose
instructions for specific plans [24].
2.1.6 Architecture Of Multi-Tenant Frameworks For Micro Services
The processing component micro services administer, in numerous regards, the performance and
power utilization that can be normal from the multi-tenant. The micro services of every processing
component are regularly customized to the multi-tenant framework which is focused by the parallel finite
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state machine. In spite of the fact that the business offerings of the significant chip makers like Intel utilize
quantities of indistinguishable cores into a homogeneous architecture, it is regularly favorable to join
distinctive sorts of processing elements into a heterogeneous architecture. The focus is again to acquire a
power advantage without loss of performance [25]. A commonplace association has a control multi-tenant
framework marshaling the exercises of an outfit of more straightforward "information plane" cores. In
information ruled applications, such architectures can frequently give elite at low power. The downside is
that the programming model for heterogeneous architectures is a great deal more entangled.
The least complex sort of processing component is the all together processing component. This kind
of processing component decodes and executes instructions in system request and powerfully represents
information sending and control dangers. There are two principle performance parameters that can be altered
to get the fancied performance. Initially, numerous pipelines can be added to bring and issue more than one
instruction in parallel, making a superscalar processing component to expand performance [26]. Be that as it
may, expanding issue width requires additional rationale to give more complex information sending wa ys
and peril recognition to guarantee right code execution in the pipelines.
The complexity of the rationale becomes more prominent than quadratic ally with the quantity of
pipelines, and a state of unavoidable losses. It attempts different things with un iversally useful applications
recommend that indicate what is around three four pipelines, obviously this is exceptionally subject to the
applications. Secondly, performance can likewise be enhanced by expanding the quantity of pipeline stages
in multi-tenant frameworks, in this way lessening the processing involved in each stage. This empowers a
speedier clock to the detriment of more noteworthy penalties if the instruction succession is broken by
branches. All together elements have little opportunity to exit the bucket region, low power, and are
effectively consolidated in expansive numbers if amulti-tenant framework has plentiful thread level
parallelism (TLP) and few performance delicate serial segments. For instance, NVIDIA's G200 group’s
together 240 altogether cores in light of the fact that graphics processing is exceedingly parallel with couple
of serial segments [27].
Taking the superscalar core further to pick up however much single thread performance as could
reasonably be expected is the out-of-bounds of the architecture. It endeavors to powerfully find and plan
numerous instructions "out of request" to keep the pipelines full. The dynamic form of scheduling requires
exceptionally complex and power hungry hardware to monitor all in -flight instructions. Out of bound request
composed cores are most suitable for applications that have an extensive variety of practices and elite is
required. Then again, the logical complexity implies this sort of processing component is not power effective
and requires significant bite the dust range. Most of the out-of-request processes are multi-issue, as singleissue out-of-request processors don't have much point of interest over a less complex all together core. Since
the out-of-request core is huge and power hungry, not very many can be joined practically speaking. On the
other hand, they are ideal if the applications to be run are control commanded and have huge basic serial
partitions and direct TLP [28]. For instance, the ARM Cortex A9 is focused for netbook c omputers, and
requires single thread performance over TLP, so it uses a modest bunch of out of request cores.
To build performance over superscalar architectures, yet wipe out the complexity of the additional
logical expression is expected to legitimately execute the instruction stream, single-instruction, multiple data
(SIMD) or long instruction word (VLIW) architectures can be utilized. The SIMD architecture makes
utilization of wide registers split into paths to prepare multiple data focuses with one ins truction. A basic case
is the expansion of two vectors component savvy. Every pair of elements is handled in its own particular
path. This style of architecture is appropriate for data concentrated applications that are data parallel. A case
is the IBM Cell [23] that uses numerous SIMD cores focused on towards data overwhelmed applications.
SIMD architecture is very wasteful for broadly useful processing.
To abstain from being restricted to one instruction processing multiple data focuses, a VLIW can be
utilized. VLIW utilizes multiple pipelines yet does not normally have the sending, planning, and peril
discovery rationale of a superscalar core. Rather, the compiler is depended upon to gathering instructions into
bundles that can be executed in parallel and ensure no data or control dangers —the complexity has been
moved to the compiler. VLIW execution takes into consideration wide machines that can handle multiple
data focuses with multiple instructions in the meantime, giving it a particular point of interest over SIMD. In
any case, VLIW can endure extreme underutilization issues if the compiler can't discover adequate
parallelism. VLIW and SIMD are both elite and power-productive outlines yet are normally appropriate for
just certain sorts of multi-tenant framework codes with substantial quantities of independent operations that
can found by compilers or the programmer.
2.2 Scheduling In Multi-Tenant Framework
The issue of scheduling the computational workload had been extensively researched to achieve
effective parallel and distributed computing. In past years the cloud computing has also catch up with the
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ongoing research to come up with the ways of effective workload scheduling and resource allocation. The
method used in this context are widely dependent o n the nature of workload, frequency of job allocation and
availability of resources both hardware & software [29]. The following section depicts the most notable used
for infrastructure management in cloud computing.
2.2.1 Heuristic Algorithm
Some of the most recognizable example of heretic method are scheduling of list, duplication of task
and clustering. Among the list scheduling approach the methods like include Heterogeneous Earliest - FinishTime (HEFT) [30] and Fast Critical Path (FCP) [31] are mainly used to deploy single workflow of
computational load. It is most effective when used in combination with multi-objective optimization method
[32]. Also, in the context of task duplication based approach the method known as task duplication for
heterogeneous system is the most prominent one [33, 34]. Lastly for clustering or grouping based heuristics
CASS-II is mainly used for task clustering when deployed over heterogeneous system [35, 36].
In order to minimize the execution time a cost and time based heuristic was also developed [37]. For
parallel execution of task the scheduling technique based on Whittle’s index was used [38]. Since, the main
emphasis is on minimizing the cost of time and migration of resource thus there raise the requiremen t to
develop an opportunity based scheduling method. Owing to its dynamic nature a dynamic resource allocation
technique was introduced in [39]. Here, the allocation of resources for dynamic scenario is vastly improved.
A variant of this method known as best fit scheduling was presented in [40]. In another study, it was
presented to use a static asset allocation over a multi-tenant scheduling which had considering process and
time delay [41]. Nonetheless, this technique may not be appropriate when put in re gards for multi-tenancy
and cloud computing conditions owing to its delay, and erratic execution [42].
2.2.2 Meta-Heuristic Algorithm
This method included the utilization of warm based approach which is also known as particle of
swarm optimization or PSO [43, 44]. This limits the cost of execution in distributed setting. Other variants of
this approach includes evolutionary algorithms, ant colony optimization etc [45]. In another study the
problem of dynamic scheduling was overcome by the utilization of a pricing model and was compared with
pare to-optimal method. This approach was based on multi-objective evolution and among the most notable
includes SPEA2 & NSGA-II. It is to be noted that heuristic based approach is suitable for only certain
specific problems for example in situation involving simple organization of the job workflow; whereas the
meta-heuristic based method is quite adaptable and its applicability varies over a wide range of problems.
Though they are very time consuming methods for scheduling job workflow involving huge number of jobs
but it often used to derive an optimal solution for grid computing.
2.2.3 Scientific Workflows Execution
In the study mentioned in [46] the author had studied and compare the performance and cost of
operation for several jobs involving with scientific workflow. It is concluded form the study that due to the
absence of parallel database system the resource provided by Amazon cloud computing environment also
known as EC2 isn’t suitable for coping with job operation involving intensive I/O operations. Latter, in order
to solve the problem a data locality based task scheduling algorithm was developed by the authors of [47].
Even though the algorithm provides sufficient performance but the scalability issue remains ineffective. In a
similar fashion matrix and k-means based strategies were adopted for determining placement of data [48].
2.2.4 Deadline-Aware Scheduling
More effective method based on Q-learning was introduced in [49]; wherein the resources were
adjusted dynamically in cloud computing setting and performed well when posed with budget constrained
over the system. Latter a more improved system based on virtual grid execution system was developed to
forecast the resource consumption [50]. In order to meet with the soft deadlines for execution of scientific the
job workflow HEFT algorithm was introduced in [51]. Here, it was proposed for scheduling the job workflow
on IaaS setting which adds continuality for multi-tenancy in cloud computing environment [52].

3.

CONCLUSION
Multi-Tenancy proves to be quite advantageous to cloud service providers. Though, it comes with
the unsolved problems of accelerated computing, pipeline and effective method for scheduling. In this study,
we discussed about the distinctive methods for realizingmulti-tenant frameworksand concentrated on the
dense solvers over multi-core processors. We additionally talked about the architectures and pipeling utilized
as a part of and the diverse ways to achieve multi-tenancy in programming paradigm. We hope the dense
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evaluation and summation of the previous work will be helpful for other researchers looking for one stop
study to go through the pros and cons of existing method.
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